sdAb-DB: The Single Domain Antibody Database.
The Single Domain Antibody Database, or sdAb-DB, ( www.sdab-db.ca ) is the first freely available repository for single domain antibodies and related classes of proteins. Due to their small size, modular structure, and ease of expression, single domain antibodies (sdAb) have a wide range of applications, including as a rational design tool, and are therefore of great interest for synthetic biologists and bioengineers. However, to enable effective use and sharing of existing sdAbs, including those with engineered functions ( e.g., fusions with fluorescent proteins), as well as the rational design and engineering of new sdAbs, it is necessary to have access to sequences and experimental data. We have therefore developed a publicly available, sdAb-focused database, providing access to manually curated sdAb data from protein databases, published scientific articles, and user submissions. The sdAb-DB is an open-source repository and sharing platform for the sdAb community, providing access to performance data and basic bioinformatic tools for use with previously described and validated sdAbs, as well as for the engineering of new sdAb-based designs and proteins.